Manufacture
Ensure the steady flow of production through your internal and external manufacturing sites, keeping your
logistics and distribution moving. Live global production stats, site-level drilldowns, and order-level views
eliminate surprises and allow your teams to collaborate around the shared goal of getting products to
where they need to be.

“

Elementum offers a very powerful value proposition for companies like ours who
are looking to future-proof their operations.

”

– Jim Rowan, Dyson
Chief Executive Officer

Keep. Production. Flowing.
With Manufacture, you can consolidate production data across sites so that your teams are able to
jump ahead of problems before they force expensive downtime, costly expedites, or missed revenue
from stockouts. Equipped with the KPIs you need to track output, yield, and shipments, you’ll be able
to coordinate business from afar and drill down into factories to see plan vs. actuals.
Manufacture leverages the power of the Elementum Product Graph™ so you can understand how
production is connected to the inbound and outbound flow of goods. If a shipment is running
behind schedule, you’ll know exactly which downstream partners will be affected. And if a contract
manufacturer is struggling to meet their targets, you can collaborate with them live in the app,
proactively managing problems before they become crises.

Make. Things. Better.™

Global Production at Your Fingertips.
Managing the idiosyncrasies of every factory, or worse, every contract manufacturer, once required a
mess of calls, spreadsheets, and old data. Elementum Manufacture bridges information across all of
your sites to give you a single view of production, no matter how spread out across the globe it may
be. Your planners, distribution partners, and other reliant groups will be able to quickly adjust to the
ups and downs inherent to production before a crisis can materialize.
• View current production KPIs for products regardless of where they are made, and eliminate
the costs and chaos of teams constantly chasing production data
• Search, view, and drill down to factory- and line-level order production details so that you
have a constant pulse on production

Stay on Top of Orders.
Your customer is king. With Elementum Manufacture, you can view production by customer order,
internal sale, or work order. You’ll have insight into how far along the production process is, whether
it is executing against plan, and which shipments have been fulfilled. With this outlook, you can
jump on customer problems faster, and even give access to your customer service teams to help
manage expectations.
• Drill into individual orders and track production progress while receiving early warning of
potential customer problems—with time to fix before it becomes a crisis
• Know when orders are off schedule and when they are going to ship late, thereby ensuring a
regular production flow while lowering distribution and logistics costs

Drive Action and Collaboration.
Keeping material flowing into, through, and out of production requires the orchestration of
many different moving parts. With Elementum Manufacture, your teams will be able to leverage
collaboration and issue management tools to effectively resolve problems. You’ll have the power to
coordinate around issues in the app with your external contract manufacturers, as if they were part of
your organization. Moreover, you’ll have access to a history of how your organization has responded
to problems in the past, and be able to incorporate those lessons into process improvements.
• Communicate with your external and internal factories in the application to drive efficient
cross-collaboration and reduce downtime
• Integrated Issue Management enables workflow escalation and coordination in a structured
format so that teams can act towards measurable results

About Elementum:
Elementum is the SCM company behind the world’s supply chain orchestration platform. In today’s
world, instant gratification trumps brand loyalty. To survive, brands must connect across their extended
ecosystem so they can operate in real-time and deliver at the speed of customer demand. By digitally
mapping the $25T product economy, Elementum’s platform sheds light on the flow of goods around
the world, and facilitates cross-ecosystem execution to ensure that products are available at the right
time, place, quantity, and cost.
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www.elementum.com

